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The four-wheeled Cariboo Team is a cross-country 
bicycle ideal for children who need a stable vehicle. 
The bike will work well for toddlers who have trouble 
keeping their balance, but like to spend time actively. 
The advantage of the bike is the intuitive turning 
system - the child decides the direction of travel by 
gently balancing the body.



friends
Cariboo Friends is a ride-on bike designed to help your 
little one learn all about balance! Cariboo Friends 
features only one rear wheel and lets your kid learn to 
balance- which will be so important at a later stage 
when riding a balance bike. And the two wheels at the 
front will make it easier to get on and off the bike.



Professional Steering 
Magnesium Air is a balance 
bike for those chasing 
quality! Featuring top- shelf 
advanced solutions: 
integrated steering, an MTB 
handlebar and a totally pro 
frame! The hallmark of the 
entire Magnesium series is 
a one-component frame 
and the lack of sharp 
edges. No welding has 
been applied.

Magnesium Air  |  balance bike



Feather Light, mighty strong 
- only 2.50 KG! Cariboo 
Magnesium Pro is one of 
the lightest balance bikes 
on the market. The lighter 
the bike, the easier it is for a 
child to learn the basics of 
bike riding. Made of mag-
nesium alloys - magnesium 
alloy, used in the production 
of professional cross- and 
road bikes, is a perfect 
material for the frame of a 
balance bike due to its 
properties.

Magnesium Pro  |  balance bike



Magnesium Pro  |  balance bike

Feather Light, mighty strong 
- only 2.50 KG! Cariboo 
Magnesium Pro is one of 
the lightest balance bikes 
on the market. The lighter 
the bike, the easier it is for a 
child to learn the basics of 
bike riding. Made of mag-
nesium alloys - magnesium 
alloy, used in the production 
of professional cross- and 
road bikes, is a perfect 
material for the frame of a 
balance bike due to its 
properties.



Cariboo adventure is 
perfect for riding on uneven 
terrain. The pumped up 
tires provide optimal shock 
absorption and excellent 
grip. Cariboo Adventure 
with a V-brake will prove 
itself during fast rides or 
downhill slopes.

Adventure  |  balance bike



Feather light, mighty strong! 
You’d better believe it! 
Cariboo Classic is only 
2.60 Kg. This is an awesome 
balance bike that- thanks 
to how lightweight it is- will 
help your little one practice 
riding on two wheels. It is 
suitable even for a two year 
old toddler.

Classic |  balance bike



Ledventure |  balance bike
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The LEDstar balance scooter by Cariboo is equipped with three wheels, an 
adjustable-height handlebar and a foot deck which lights up after pressing 

one button. That’s not all though, as the deck can shine in a single colour or in 
all the colours of a rainbow. The lights can pulsate, flow or flash. The scooter 

gives a child many ways to enjoy good fun!
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LEDstar
light-up scooter


